POSITION: Rigging Artist
LOCATION: US / Canada Remote
CONTRACT: FT Contract
CONTACT: maryanna[@]rachellelewis.com
RLT is seeking a Rigging Artist for a client working on the next evolution of digital humans built for
film, music, NFTs and gaming in the metaverse. If you’re ready to work on truly bleeding edge
technology, with a group of industry veterans from the highest levels, give us a shout. This is a unique
opportunity to make a career change and have your talents and voice be highly valued.
JOB SUMMARY
Our client is looking for Rigging Artists to work on the creation of rigs for 3D human digital characters.
RESPONSIBILITIES
● Creating bespoke rigs for creatively led jobs
● Working within a team to create the best solutions for the required rigging systems
● Helping to design tools, techniques and pipelines
REQUIREMENTS
● 2+ years of working experience in character/creature rigging with Maya, in a gaming or
animation production environment
● An excellent understanding of VFX workflows and animation requirements, including the
principles of character motion
● Great understanding of deformation, geometry line-flow, and anatomy
● Experience with muscle systems like Ziva is preferred
● Good understanding of asset-based pipelines
● Knowledge of LINUX / UNIX environment is a plus
● Exceptional problem-solving skills
● Able to complete with efficiency and in a timely manner, both character and object rigs
● Excellent time management, communication, and organizational skills
● Strong knowledge of the animation pipeline
● Familiarity with MGear
● Must be comfortable working on multiple projects at a time

●

Must be a self-starter and have excellent teamwork skills

If you are interested in talking about this opportunity, please email us and include your resume and
reel.
If you fit the criteria, the next step would be setting up a phone call where we can give you the full
download after signing an NDA.
Thank you - http://rachellelewis.com/
Contact: maryanna[@]rachellelewis.com with resume and reel if interested.

RLT is an employer-paid talent acquisition company; there is never a fee to the candidates.

